
Ever get the feeling you’re
asking for a bit too much?

DYNAMIC SALES PERSON WANTED
Sales person needed to perform miracles 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days a year. Must be able to communicate on every level, to children as
well as adults. Imperative qualities include:- flexibility, originality and mass
appeal. EXPERIENCE ESSENTIAL. References will be requested.
APPLY IN THE FIRST INSTANCE TO THE SALES AND MARKETING DIRECTOR
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As youngsters, we all revelled in the daring exploits of our favourite
comic superhero characters. Today these same icons have made a

spectacular comeback into our lives courtesy of a series of
Hollywood blockbuster films and accompanying video games and

merchandise. Indeed, there’s hardly a household in the country that
doesn’t bear some allegiance to the likes of Batman, Spiderman,

Superman and their various spin-offs.

Without a doubt, superheroes are here to stay!

Such is their status, however, they now come with a price tag that
more than matches that of the world’s superstar elite; film stars, rock

stars and royalty.

Which is why Max Speed could soon become your very best friend!

Max is a legend in his own lap time.  He’s flown wingtip to wingtip with
the very best of them, he’s driven a plasma fuelled rocket car at over

1000 mph (with dire consequences it has to be said!) and he’s piloted
a jet boat at the speed of sound. 

MAX IS FAST, FEARLESS AND FUTURISTIC.
He’s got his own comic, extensive website and merchandise range.

And what’s more, he’s open to offers.

Quite simply, Max Speed is a new generation of “superheros-for-hire”
with the interests of your marketing team very much to the fore.

So, if you want to make a real statement in life, do  something
different by recruiting Max Speed today.

For further details contact Guy Wrench on 01825 750699
or email max@wmo-creative.com

OR MAYBE YOU ARE ASKING THE WRONG PERSON!
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the WORLD’S
HIS OYSTER!

Storylines surrounding Max and his
friends are limitless.  For the
commercially minded they could include:-

•  Where does he get his energy - could it
be that special ingredient of yours?

•  How does he see through walls - could
it be your space aged technology?

•  What is his next trick - could it involve
that new product you have released?

•  Why are his reactions so fast - could it
be those super-chips you installed?

•  How did he survive that accident - could
it be your construction techniques?

•  What is his latest passion - is it fitness;
travel, fashion, computers, a new
venue? 

Or is he simply a refreshingly new
superhero doing what kids want him to do;
being fast, furious and utterly fearless!

The great thing about Max Speed is he’s a
non-conformist. So there are no rules and
regulations to follow and there’s no film
studio looking to earn millions out of his
endorsements. 

Telephone 01825 750 699 to find out more
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